
FOLLOWSPOT 

There are three followspot cues in the show; they're all fairly obvious - all are on the lead principal in 

each case. There are no colour changes; the followspot is on a dimmed channel under control of the 

lighting desk. 

Pre-show. Followspot is on submaster 11 on the lx desk; set the iris to about person sized. It should 

be locked off so that it naturally find someone on the downstage edge of stage, and there's enough 

flex in the stand that finding further upstage is possible without unlocking it. 

Act 1 Scene 8 The Court of Camelot. During "Knights of the round table", the KNIGHT enters. There's 

a massively obvious change in the bassline to the music and she removes armour to reveal that she's 

actually the Lady of the Lake. Lx Cue 70 happens when she is introduced - this brings on the follow 

spot.  

Lx Cue 71 happens after some improvised singing when Arthur joins in - at this point widen the iris 

so the spot picks up both of them, follow till the end of the song. Followspot fades out on Lx Cue 72; 

that's it for Act 1; Act 2 is overleaf. 

 

 

  



Act 2 Scene 5 You Won't Succeed In Showbiz. This is Robin's big solo; it's quite a long song, and it 

has the Rule Britannia moment (cues 136, 137) and Kylie (cues 138, 139) before you're even close to 

the followspot cue. Towards the very end a showgirl hands Robin a boater and cane - this is Lx Cue 

140 - follow Robin until the end of the song (Lx Cue 141). 

 

There's then a brief scene (Act 2 Scene 6) ending in Lx Cue 145 (as Concorde exits). Act 2 Scene 7 

once the house tabs are in Lx Cue 146 brings up the tab warmers (ONLY), and the Lady of the Lake 

will appear through the tabs. This will look odd - don't worry it's deliberate - she gets her spot on Lx 

Cue 147 which is a visual for the Lx Op when the Lady snaps her fingers . Follow till her exit from 

stage at the end of the scene in Lx Cue 148 - she receives a bouquet from the conductor before 

exiting to the side (usually SR) and the spot fades here. That's it - sit back and enjoy the show. 

 


